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Abstract— Some networks formed by mobile devices are set to operate under high mobility, low battery autonomy and little or no infrastructure, leading to a challenging scenario of frequent delays and disconnections. Such scenarios motivated the creation of the DTN (Delay-Tolerant Networking) model including a new layer to the TCP/IP architecture: the bundle layer. This work proposes adaptations on the architecture and standards of the electronic mail so as to behave as the bundle layer of the DTN model, providing the necessary functions to store, carry and forward messages from their point of origin to their final destination. The proposed model was tested and brought satisfactory results, providing low loss and high delivery rates of messages in the network. Using such e-mail features, it was possible to set up the environment smoothly, providing ease of configuration along with reasonable results.

Index Terms— delay tolerant networks, bundle layer, electronic mail, architecture.

I. INTRODUCTION

In recent years, the growth of communication and computing mobile devices production, such as cell phones, PDAs (Personal Digital Assistants), portable computers, notebook/netbook and others, are contributing to the appearance of new network environments. The networks formed by this type of devices may be subjected to some important constraints such as high mobility, low battery autonomy and little or no infrastructure. These factors contribute to the arising of challenging scenarios, where delays and disconnections cause inadequate functioning of the network.

Totally or partially disconnected environments that share a common inability to establish and preserve an end-to-end connection, aiming low packet loss and low latency in the network are known as DTN (Delay-Tolerant Networking) [1] or CHANTS (CHAllenged NeTworkS) [2].

Communication environments that present delays and disconnections, either for lack of resources or for the great mobility of devices, such as some types of sensor networks and MANETs (Mobile Ad Hoc Network), are proper scenarios for the operation of the DTN architecture [3]. This architecture can also be used in environments of rural, underwater, disaster, military and interplanetary communications.

In general, the DTN architecture provides a common method for interconnecting heterogeneous networks. It applies the paradigm of store-carry-and-forward to route messages in a journey from source to destination. In fact, the transferring service enjoys some similarity with the electronic mail service in data networks [4].

The problem observed in DTNs is that, because it is a relatively new subject, several issues related to the Bundle Layer (a.k.a Aggregation Layer) have not been adequately treated. This layer is one of the main contributions of DTNs, being able to perform the functions of storage, forwarding and custody transfer, among others. All these features have not been standardized and are still considered open questions. Current works on DTNs are implementing these features in the top layer, the application layer, making it difficult to reuse in other components of the DTN architecture.

Therefore, the goal of this paper is to employ the architecture and standards used by electronic mail, which have been tested extensively and are considered reliable and robust, to create a communication platform for DTNs with few adjustments. That is, to develop a model using the e-mail architecture and to apply it to the aggregation layer of DTNs.

This paper is divided into six sections. Section 2 examines the main concepts of delay and disruption tolerant networks – DTN, and details the main features of electronic mail architecture and as well as the similarities between the two architectures: DTN and e-mail. The related works are presented in section 3. Section 4 explains the proposed architecture and its implementation. Section 5 presents the experiments and the corresponding evaluation results. The conclusion of the paper is presented in section 6.
II. RELEVANT CONCEPTS

A. DTN

The Internet success is due to the smooth operation of TCP/IP protocols in environments with available network technology. Nowadays, there are many technologies such as satellite, optical fiber, 3G and 4G, and others that make communication possible. But there are environments in which the Internet presents itself limited either by shortage or lack of resources, or environments where it is difficult to establish and maintain an end-to-end communication session with low loss and latency. These environments are also known as challenging environments [1].

It is in these challenging environments that delays and disruption tolerant networks (DTN) appear as a viable solution for data communication [5, 6].

The DTNs’ architecture was proposed by the research group DTNRG (DTN Research Group) [7] described in RFC 4838 [6]. The architecture has several characteristics, such as: addressing scheme, the oracles of knowledge, aggregation layer etc., that are being evaluated by researchers.

The problem of delays and frequent disconnections observed in some particular scenarios is the key to the whole development of the DTN architecture. Delays in DTNs can take hours or even days, caused by both signal propagation and transmission of the message. Disconnections, on the other hand, can be originated by several different reasons, such as: high nodes mobility, awful conditions of communication channels, denial of service in order not to smudge the frequency in military operations, and economy of energy resources of the devices [8].

To solve the problems related to DTNs, it was proposed the use of message switching technology with persistent data storage. The message switching technique is one of the main paradigms for communications, where it is not necessary to establish a dedicated path between source and destination. Fig. 1 illustrates how a message is sent in standard network environments, where an end-to-end connection is established between source and destination, and also outlines the dynamics involving message switching hop-by-hop, by using intermediate nodes with persistent storage. The storage capacity is relevant for DTN performance once large amounts of messages may be stored in the node.

It is noteworthy that DTNs use opportunistic contacts to perform messages routing, noting, thus, that the end-to-end semantics, inherited from the reliability of TCP, becomes obsolete for this type of environment, once all the network routing occurs hop-by-hop.

Another approach about opportunistic contacts is referred in [9]. Social behaviors are taking into account in order to determine which nodes are to be reached as servants in a file sharing application. In this case, however, the authors do not use the bundle protocol because neither the node that generated the task nor servants know which node will be the destination of that task. Yet, in order to transmit messages among networks, the DTN paradigm was strongly considered.

Fig. 2 provides an overview of the layers model proposed for DTNs. It can be seen the behavior of messages or aggregates traversing each layer, where each intermediate node that has the responsibility of forwarding the message is named custodian [4]. The custodian node stores and then forwards messages to the next custodian, until it reaches the destination.

The aggregation layer is the main contribution of the DTN architecture [10] because it uses the concept of persistent storage, which helps to combat data loss with network interruptions, and also includes the hop-by-hop transfer with reliable data delivery. This layer also presents a series of diagnostics and management features that are implemented by the BP (Bundle Protocol), which specifications are documented in RFC 5050 [11]. It is important to note that these specifications are still being analyzed and are not standardized yet.
Electronic mail is made of two subsystems: one that enables reading and writing messages and another that performs their transfers. The first is called MUA (Mail User Agent), for example, Mutt, Pine, Outlook Express. The second, MTA (Mail Transfer Agent), which is the daemons of the system, i.e., processes that run in background and that are responsible for performing most of the work of the mail architecture, such as Postfix and Sendmail.

In general, the transfer and delivery of messages occur when a client using a MUA email creates the message and specifies the address of the recipient. This MUA forwards the message to its MTA, which determines whether or not it should receive the message. An MTA typically accepts messages for its own local users; to other’s systems, action known as forwarding; to users, systems, or networks that are allowed as messages relays. The MTA accepts and forwards the message to the MDA (Mail Delivery Agent), which sends it to a storage area when the message recipient is part of its domain; otherwise, the MTA passes the message to other intermediate MTAs until the message reaches its destination. If the MTA is not able to deliver the message or pass it on, it returns a message to the original message sender, or notifies the system administrator about it [14].

The SMTP protocol, using RFC 2821, specifies how the mail runs the transfer of messages on the network. This protocol is an ASCII text format, which creates a communication between client and server by establishing a TCP connection.

The proper functioning of electronic mail requires a permanent Internet connection. From the moment that the Internet access is done via modem, the connection is no longer end-to-end between the source and destination, and SMTP presented some problems. Besides, message boxes had to be developed in the MTA so that remote users could have access to their messages. This is how two other protocols were aggregated to the architecture of electronic mail: POP3 (Post Office Protocol version 3) and IMAP (Internet Message Access Protocol), that enable different features of the basic function of SMTP, which is the transfer of electronic messages.

C. Similarities between: DTN and e-mail

DTN architecture has many properties in common with e-mail [16].

DTNs work with message switching and message temporary storage, which is quite similar to the e-mail ability to attach some information that will be sent and stored on servers for later transfer to their destinations.

The architecture of e-mail is able to transfer messages between intermediate servers. This feature allows message transferring on the network by several hops. This is similar to the functionality of message passing hop-by-hop, which is necessary in DTNs.

Message transfer in DTNs has an optional service called custody transfer. This service makes the DTN node responsible for the delivery of the aggregate to its destination. This feature is present in the mail architecture, in the transfer of messages to a node set as a mail relay.

Regarding the assurance of message delivery, the reporting function in the e-mail architecture ensures the sender that its delivery is similar to the functioning of administrative records, that is used to provide information about the delivery of aggregates in the DTN.

In e-mail transferring, messages can be delivered in order of priorities. In general, there is no guarantee of the delivery time, but when a priority is set, the message becomes more urgent when compared to the others. Similarly, this functionality is used in DTNs, in the so-called classes of priorities, defining priorities for aggregates such as: low, normal and express.

Finally, there exists the option to fragment a large aggregate in DTN to ensure the delivery among contacts with known capacity of storage. In the e-mail architecture, MIME allows the fragmentation of a large message in several parts that are reassembled at the destination.

III. RELATED WORKS

A major consortium that develops projects and proposes standards related to the subject of this paper is the N4C (Networking for Communications Challenged Communities) [16]. This consortium aims to provide Internet access for people located in remote regions, i.e. in areas where communication usually has characteristics of long delays, high costs and high loss rates, which are caused by the lack of conventional network service. The projects of N4C consortium [17] [18] [19] focus their efforts on the application layer of the layer model described in FIG. 2. For the aggregation layer of this model, the projects use the Bundle Protocol [11]. Some example of projects developed by N4C are: Email/Not So Instant Messenger Applications, Web Caching Application services, Applications of Personal Digital Assistant – PDA – called Hiker’s Applications, animal monitoring applications and transfer of meteorological data.

Goebbels presented Smart Caching [20], in which massive amount of data is be buffered in the user’s device whenever a good connection is available. Such approach makes the gaps of connection nearly transparent to users. Also, in periods of time when broadband connectivity is available, its usage was optimized, offering much more buffered data when possible.

Similarly to e-mail functioning, it is possible to maintain data available (cached) while connectivity is low or inexistent.

Two other applications that use electronic mail in the application layer of the architecture are the DTN Brewer [25] and the Bytewalla project [21].
Among social projects that use DTN, DAKNet [22], Wizzy Digital Courier [23] and KiosKNet [24] should be emphasized.

It is important to consider that the related work described above attempts to provide communication between the points of origin and destination through the development of components for the application layer of the DTN architecture.

Fall's work [15] presents the fundamental concepts of the main applications for exchanging messages on the Internet. He stresses the importance of using DTNs to meet the growing need of permanent connection to the Internet, due to the increased use of mobile devices. Furthermore, there is a comparison between the message delivery systems and DTN architecture that, according to him, is similar to e-mail for having taken possession of several of its properties.

Fall's work [15] inspired the present research, for giving the initial subsidies that motivated the use of electronic mail, already established, directly in the aggregation layer of DTN’s architecture, unlike the studies presented earlier that focus their efforts in the development of software artifacts for the application layer.

Therefore, it is extremely important to emphasize that the objective of our work is not to develop applications for e-mail to DTN as the projects presented before, but rather take advantage of the robustness and reliability in the present e-mail architecture and use it to compose the aggregation layer of the DTN architecture.

IV. PROPOSED ARCHITECTURE

The model designed in this work adapts the e-mail architecture to work under the store-carry-and-forward paradigm [3], necessary for environments with delays and frequent disconnections.

As mentioned earlier, for the e-mail architecture to behave properly in DTN environments, it is necessary to use the MTA as message relays. Fig. 3 shows a simple example of the kind of environment considered in this work.

The environment is composed by mobile nodes subjected to opportunistic contacts [8], which take place through encounters between them, thus creating opportunities for communication. Also, we consider a network without a specific infrastructure with frequent disconnections. All network nodes are configured to act as message relays of each other, so that messages are stored and forwarded hop-by-hop. However, for the node to be a relay, it needs to be set for this function, which process will be described later on.

According to [1], the aggregation layer is located between the application layer and transport layer of the network conventional layer model. The architecture proposed complies with this concept, and its location.

Fig. 3 - Example of network environment

Fig. 4 - Magnified view of the sub layers of the proposed aggregation layer

Fig. 4 expands the sub layers belonging to the proposed aggregation layer, thus providing a better understanding of the idealized architecture. These sub layers are described in the following subsections.

A. E-Mail Sublayer Architecture

It consists of three modules: messages transfer agent - MTA, messages user agent - MUA and a base of data storage.

For the proposed architecture to work as the Aggregation Layer of DTNs, the settings of MTA to a local network were properly adjusted. Therefore, it is necessary that:

- The Message Transfer Agent - MTA is configured as relay messages to each network node;
- The User Agent - MUA is used to encapsulate the action of sending messages.

By adapting MTA to work as a relay to meet the needs of DTN environments, it was necessary to make changes to the MTA configuration files, to operate the lookup tables and also to manipulate the filters and message queues.

The lookup tables, or transport maps, are text files that map a key to search for a value that is usually indexed by lookup tables. The key must contain data, such as email addresses, domain or sub domains names. The values determine destinations and delivery methods, specified by the format (transport_type: next_hop), in which next hop indicates the node and port of message delivery, such as the IP address of a node [28]. These files are handled by the MTA.

The transport map of “transport” type was the option chosen for this work. It allows the e-mail sub layer to act as the relay, where the parameters for key, transport type and next hop on the transport map should be changed. Each network node must have a specified domain name. This is set as the key of the transport map. The type of transport receives the relay value and for the parameter next_hop, it gives the IP address of the node that will be its relay on the network.

The transport map of “transport” type was the option chosen for this work. It allows the e-mail sub layer to act as the relay, where the parameters for key, transport type and next hop on the transport map should be changed. Each network node must have a specified domain name. This is set as the key of the transport map. The type of transport receives the relay value and for the parameter next_hop, it gives the IP address of the node that will be its relay on the network.

Filters are commonly used for SMTP restriction: DNS block list, header expressions filtering, content filtering before and after queuing and delegation of access policies [26]. In the proposed architecture, we use the header_checks filter, which is a file that contains restrictions and actions that will be taken...
for each message. Its function is to compare the lines in the header of a message with a generated regular expression to prevent an action of being executed.

The message queue system is a method to queue and deliver incoming messages. Messages can be received by the mail server via SMTP or are locally sent and directly routed to the messages queue that are directories that indicate the current status of the message, during the process of queuing and delivery [27]. In the architecture, MTA makes the transfer of messages from incoming and hold queues to the active queue so the delivery process is started, and according to the destination addresses, the messages are delivered. But when a message is in a loop, this message is sent to the hold queue, which allows storing messages for a period of time until there is an opportunity to deliver them.

B. Adapters Sublayer

The Adapters sublayer provides the actions that e-mail sub layer does not do. These actions are to acquire information from the network, and from this information, change the research tables and message filters. This sub layer consists of agents and procedure modules.

The designed procedures perform actions in the MTA, MUA and also in the network. Their action in the network is directly linked to the awareness of the nodes that are reachable from other nodes. In MTA, they promote the update of the lookup tables according to the feedback received from the network, while in the MUA they act to compose the way messages are sent.

There are two procedures devised in this work called first contact (FC) and epidemic. The function of the FC is to work along with MTA to deliver the messages, through the first contact with the node, closest to it. The epidemic delivers messages to all available (directly reachable) nodes in the network, thus increasing the possibility of delivery to the destination.

The way the relay election is held is illustrated in Fig.5. Where, first (1) the FC procedure of the adapters sub layer performs a ping on the network, and waits for the response of all nodes that are at its reach. The responding node with the lowest RTT (Round Trip Time) is chosen as relay. After obtaining the network response, the FC procedure accesses the transport table (2a) and the header-checks table (2b). In the transport table, search keys are updated with the domain names of each network node, and the lookup values receive the type of transport as a relay, and the IP address of the elected node. In the header-checks, the regular expression that contains the chosen relay node address and the action of putting the messages in queue to avoid loops is written. The latter can occur if the message that has been recently passed by the node returns to it. After the tables have been changed, the FC calls the indexing program of the MTA, the postmap, (3a) (3b) in order to build the lookup tables. After the tables are indexed, the MTA forwards messages (4) to the elected relay, when the destination of the messages is out of reach.

C. Application Converter Sublayer

The application converter sublayer was designed to meet the requests of the Application Layer, such as sending a message and sending a file. Moreover, it can check the type of application requested and forward that request to the other sublayers of the aggregation layer.

This sublayer encapsulates the application layer requests and acts on the MUA of the mail sublayer, to perform the post.

D. Implementation of the Proposed Architecture

To make the machines work as nodes of a DTN, it was first necessary to select an MTA to be installed and adapted to the required functions. Among all MTAs available, Postfix SMTP was chosen. The reasons behind this choice are the fact that the software is free and open source, easy to use, flexible, modular, reliable, of high performance and widely used nowadays.

As said by [26], Postfix was developed in C language and runs on UNIX and Linux systems. It is a pure MTA, because it does not provide messages collection services, making such services the responsibility of POP and IMAP servers.

Postfix delivers messages to local users, but also relays messages from other systems, i.e., performs the function of MTA relay. However, by default, Postfix is not an open MTA relay to avoid UBE (Unsolicited Bulk Email) or SPAM [14].

For purposes of implementation, the architecture was designed to be used in a closed and controlled environment. Therefore, only the features of MTA on a local network will be addressed. Hence, all nodes that are part of the network are previously known and, therefore, issues of adding and removing nodes in the network will not be discussed.

The Postfix MTA has been installed, adjusted and its settings of transport maps and message filters were used to transfer messages to relay nodes and/or final destination. The adapters and application converter sublayers were implemented to be used together with de e-mail sublayer as presented in Fig. 4. Thus it was possible to accomplish a way
of message relay node to node with persistent storage of data until the destination was reached.

V. EXPERIMENTS

The need to verify the robustness of the proposed work led to tests conducted in an environment that represented, as close as possible, a real environment. In this context, experiments were performed on the infrastructure provided by the LABC2 project [28] at the Military Institute of Engineering (IME). This project works on an environment where potential network delays and disconnections can occur.

The architectures to be compared were installed on computers that could be used in tents, ambulances, hospitals and the Command and Control Center environments, described in [28]. However, to simulate different times of disconnections from the tents and ambulances, scripts were used to disconnect the network wireless interfaces. A specificity of the scenario is that at least once a day, the ambulances go from tents to hospitals and/or hospitals to hydration tents. Thus, there is a guarantee that the information is available with a maximum delay of twenty-four hours, as the ambulances can be used to make the role of relay nodes.

We used ten nodes in the network (8 notebooks, 1 netbook and 1 desktop). In tests, the notebook/netbook worked as mobile nodes and desktop represented the center of command and control (C2). A MANET has been assembled in a network where all messages were destined to the C2 node, being generated at each minute.

The experiments were performed using three different types of settings. First, the whole environment was set up using our proposed architecture (form now on called Mail_DTN), then the environment was set up with the bundle protocol (BP) provided by DTNRG [7], and finally, the environment was configured to use email without any adaptation (E-Mail), i.e., played the role of a mail server on a local network.

In order to simulate an environment of frequent disconnections between network nodes, we applied two different strategies: a deterministic one, where wireless interfaces were switched on and off at fixed time intervals; and a stochastic one, where such intervals were obtained from samples of probability distribution functions. These scenarios are presented in the following subsections.

A. Fixed Time Intervals for Connection and Disconnection

Intervals of 2, 3, 4 and 5 minutes were used to all nodes. Those periods were passed by value to the switching wireless interface procedure.

4 test-rounds were performed, lasting 1 hour each, for the 3 configurations, that is, one for the environment set up with the proposed architecture, a second one with BP and a last one with e-mail only, totalizing a 12-hour simulation for tests performed in fixed time intervals of connection and disconnection.

The graph on Fig. 5 presents the results obtained for average delivery and message losses in each configuration of the built environment (proposed architecture identified by Mail_DTN).

The results indicate that in an environment with DTN features, the use of a solution that implements the store-carry-and-forward paradigm is extremely important. The loss of information due to frequent disconnections in such environments is very expressive. This is evidenced by the results obtained for non-adapted e-mail architecture. For the tests with the proposed architecture and with BP, the results are pretty good, because all messages sent reached their destination, and those that did not, were stored in the nodes due to the end of simulation time.

B. Uniformly Distributed Time Intervals for Connection and Disconnection

To generate the time intervals of connection and disconnection using uniform probability distribution, the algorithm genunif.c was used, provided by [29].

It was decided to work with the time intervals of 3, 5 and 10 minutes. These times were passed to genunif.c as the maximum times of the interval. The algorithm in question also requires minimum time values. The settings take into consideration the following parameters: minimum time of 2 minutes, the file name to be generated, number of different seeds for each file and also the amount of variables that were generated. Table 1 presents these parameters. Therefore, for each node of the network it was generated three different files. Once 10 nodes were used in the test, 30 files containing time variables were generated. These were accessed by the wireless network interfaces switching procedure aiming to provide frequent disconnections in the network.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE 1</th>
<th>INPUT AND OUTPUT PARAMETERS GENERATED BY GENUNIF.C</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>INPUT</td>
<td>OUTPUT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Key</td>
<td>Value</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Output filename</td>
<td>uni_No1_T3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PRNG seed</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minimum Value</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum Value</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amount to generate</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figures 6 and 7 present the results for delivery rate and loss rate, respectively.
Comparing Mail-DTN and BP results, some small in performance can be noted. However, they are inconclusive and it is not evident which strategy is better regarding network performance only.

Thus, in general, it is clear that both Mail-DTN and BP are important strategies in challenging environments with frequent delays and disconnections. These strategies minimize losses and make networks more tolerant to these problems. However, due to the integration of trusted components of e-mail to its architecture, Mail-DTN shows some advantage.

C. Exponentially Distributed Time Intervals for Connection and Disconnection

Exponentially distributed samples for connection and disconnection times were generated using the genexp.c algorithm [29].

In this experiment, we decided to vary the expected time for connections (on) and disconnections (off) representing a wider range of disruption scenarios. For instance, in Fig. 8 scenario “[1-9]” represent a situation where the wireless interfaces are in average 1 minute on and 9 minutes off (a very disruptive scenario). On the other hand, scenario “[9-1]” is less disruptive since in average the interfaces remain 9 minutes on and only 1 minute off.

As shown in Fig. 8, the Mail_DTN results of delivery and loss rates are quite significant. Due to the large variation of connection and disconnection times of the network interfaces, it was possible to verify the proper functioning of the proposed architecture in situations of frequent disconnections. The worst performance was observed for scenario “[1-9]” and the best performance for scenario “[9-1]” as expected. Performance was improved almost linearly in between these two opposite cases. Thus, the Mail_DTN architecture provided consistent results.

VI. FINAL CONSIDERATIONS

Electronic mail is a robust application with well-defined standards, extensively tested and very popular. It is a simple architecture, yet powerful, hence it supports various types of services, as the case of MIME types that allows images, videos and also voice files attachments.

The main objective of this study was to employ the architecture of electronic mail, which has similarities with the architecture supported by DTNRG, to create a platform for DTN communication. The architecture serves as an alternative implementation for the aggregation layer of DTNs. However, it is worth mentioning that e-mail stands out in relation to other alternatives by reasons of ease of configuration, reliability and robustness.

In this work, the architecture of electronic mail has been installed and properly adapted to perform the main function of the aggregation layer, storing and forwarding messages. Afterwards, experiments were performed on different emulated environments where the architecture was installed in netbooks, notebooks and desktop.

Through the experiments, it can be stated that the proposed architecture has handled, in an appropriate way, the storing and forwarding of messages in an environment with frequent delays and disconnections covered by DTN networks.

It is important to consider that architecture is an email application that has been adapted to operate as the aggregation layer. To allow e-mail application to operate on the proposed architecture, adjustments in the Application Converter sublayer have to be done, being the subject of future work.
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